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1. Introduction
The smartphone user of today is to a large extent using location-based services to navigate in 
and gather information about the nearest geographical surroundings. This is very often done 
through the use of interactive maps and information found on those maps. This is so because 
maps are a low threshold tool for getting an understanding of your surroundings, providing a 
visual presentation of the geographical aspects of the place you are at. Annotations (typically 
commercial services like restaurants and shops) on the map provide additional information 
that has potential value for the user. Street view services increase the usefulness of maps by 
giving systematic access to pictures taken at locations in a city or on a street.
ABSTRACT
This article describes an explorative study of a prototype for 
visualisation of locative information from Wikipedia. PediaCloud is a 
smartphone app that uses word clouds for graphical display of links to 
text and photos relating to a particular place. This approach to accessing 
location-based information is different from more common approach 
of using interactive maps to visualise the information. PediaCloud 
gives you a word cloud representing your location, and the words are 
links to Wikipedia articles. In addition to reading the Wikipedia entries, 
you can re-centre your information probe by getting a topical word 
cloud weighting the located information content in relation to that 
particular word. This results in word cloud visualisations that could 
bring the user into a variety of topics. In this article, we explore the 
potential use value of a service like this and identify opportunities 
for further design and development. PediaCloud was tested in 2014 
in a field trial in London, a big city with large amounts of located 
information, with eight participants from the city. The data collected 
indicate that PediaCloud will be experienced as an explorative locative 
service, where you discover nearby information by coincidence rather 
than after searching for it instrumentally. The analysis has explored 
the nuances and potentials of this ‘sideways’ search that is embedded 
in PediaCloud, and shows how this can be considered a serendipitous 
search approach, giving the users information in a manner that can 
be considered fun, surprising and interesting.
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Word clouds is another visualisation technique that has a completely different goal as it 
provides the user with an overview of the content of a collection of texts. The word size (as 
in font size) indicates how often the word occurs in the text collection, normally after having 
removed so-called stop words. Potentially, with an increasing amount of texts annotated 
with locations attributed to a text, word clouds of those texts could possibly add to the 
information found in maps, and even provide a different perspective on a location than the 
one found in a map.
The PediaCloud smartphone app is intended as a tool that does exactly that. By using 
the position of the smartphone to collect position annotated texts from dBpedia (a project 
where semantic tagging is used to give more meaning to Wikipedia articles), we provide 
users with an entrance to location-based information which is different from a map, and 
possibly gives the user a different experience in searching for that information. However, 
PediaCloud also gives access to information related to a particular located dBpedia entry 
by using dBpedia’s semantic web links. This has the potential of giving the user a richer 
understanding of the location, by providing access to information that is location relevant 
but not necessarily located itself.
To understand how such a tool is perceived by users we have conducted an empirical 
study, aiming at how users are able to access location-based information through word 
clouds, what information they find interesting, whether they find the information in some 
sense useful and whether they have feedback regarding how word clouds provide access 
to information.
In the next section, we provide background about locative media services, the semantic 
web, dBpedia and word clouds. We continue with a description of the information model 
and the computational approach chosen in PediaCloud. Screenshots are used to show the 
information layout on the mobile phone display. We then present how we conducted the 
field trial and present analysis results relating to how the technology was used, the impres-
sion of the users and some suggestions for improvements. In total, our analysis suggests that 
PediaCloud is a little buggy, but fun and whimsical app compared with utilitarian apps like 
Google Maps™. further, we discuss the analysis and suggest that PediaCloud can be coined 
by the serendipitous, before we conclude.
2. Background
2.1. Location-based information
Mobile applications have perhaps become the most pervasive kind of software, as we now 
communicate through our mobiles supporting text messages, emails, chats and video; we 
engage in social networks through our mobile; the mobile is used to get access to com-
mercial and public services; and we use it to play games, listen to music and take photos. 
Arguably, the mobile has taken over the role of the traditional desktop or laptop computer 
for day-to-day use of software, and it has a significant supporting role when we search for 
information both for work and leisure.
Location is a main focus in many applications we use on the mobile phone, as they have 
the potential to support your information needs at your current location, also termed geo-
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to provide you with tailored information. These tools are to a large extent based on user 
modelling to give you what is considered most relevant for you at the moment.
Tools that have an even stronger focus on location are map services, typically realised in 
a tool like Google Maps™, a tool that delivers maps of your current location and information 
about near-by services, buildings and others. Google Maps™ is also providing APIs that make 
it possible to integrate these map services into other mobile applications. And if you look 
into the abundance of location-based software available for smart phones the use of maps 
as a tool for visualising information and providing access is the most common, although 
approaches like mobile augmented reality are also studied in research and made available 
on the App market (Höllerer and feiner 2004).
relevant in this context is exploratory search (Marchionini 2006) as a user-controlled 
search for information in a particular context, but also when you are not exactly aware of 
what you are looking for. It includes a freer, leisurely search for fun facts or search for inter-
esting and useful knowledge related to a particular task. However, the interestingness of the 
information resources found is not necessarily given on basis of specified user preferences 
or previous behaviour. With the restricted user interface of the mobile, where the possibility 
to write queries to a search engine is hampered by small screen keyboards, visual tools to 
aid in exploration are helpful. visual tools for exploratory search have been studied in the 
context of traditional computers with large screens, e.g. (dörk, Williamson, and Carpendale 
2012), who present a browser-based explorative search tool supplementing the user with 
visualisation tools like maps and word clouds. Neumann and Schmeier (2013) have devel-
oped tools for mobile exploratory search, but are mostly concerned with the limited user 
interface and not location-based information in particular.
2.2. Word clouds
A common tool used to visualise text data is a word cloud. Word clouds give some structure 
to relevant information, by providing the user with terms that indicate what is important. 
The idea is that the words with the largest fonts are the most important, e.g. as a result of 
word counts, something that may be modified by some additional criteria. research on the 
use of word clouds as a tool to support information search has shown various effects; e.g. 
(rivadeneira et al. 2007; Hearst and rosner 2008; Gwizdka 2009; Wilson, Hurlock, and Wilson 
2012). Schrammel, Leitner, and Tscheligi (2009) placed semantically related terms close to 
each other in the tag cloud. Interestingly, their results suggest that this structuring of topic 
areas gives a positive effect on the usability of word clouds. Zhang, Qu, and Wang (2011) used 
eye tracking to study the impact of font size and location on the affinity of words. Larger and 
more centralised words got more attraction from users. Word clouds also seem to be better 
when having search tasks of a rather open type compared to specific information searches 
(Sinclair and Cardew-Hall 2008). This suggests that word clouds could be more useful in 
exploratory search tasks, which often are formulated in a rather general form.
2.3. Semantic web and DBpedia
Semantic web technologies are relevant in this context as they contribute to connect infor-
mation sources to give a potentially richer picture. for example, while Wikipedia3 is a gen-
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technologies to tag and structure information from Wikipedia articles, making it possible to 
apply semantic technologies to information search. dBpedia, and its use of semantic web 
technology, provides us with a fundamental technology for the development of software 
that organises the material and guides a user through the amount of knowledge to be 
found in Wikipedia.
Mirizzi et al. (2010) exploit a collection of semantic and information retrieval technologies 
to give users a visual presentation of articles in Wikipedia and their relations to other articles. 
The dBpedia rdf graph structure, textual analysis of dBpedia abstracts and external informa-
tion sources are used to establish connections between articles in Wikipedia. The visual tools 
allow the user to navigate through the Wikipedia content with the aid of the computed links. 
Becker and Bizer (2009) connect dBpedia resources with additional data from the semantic 
web to give the user geospatially relevant information in a browser. veres (2012) improves 
on this providing an iPad application that presents the user with a more usable interface, and 
links to semantically tagged information sources relevant for the location. veres uses a map 
with Wikipedia articles positioned on it as the main visualisation tool. Church et al. (2010) 
show an example of exploratory social search allowing mobile users to look at and modify 
other mobile users’ searches to get timely and locative information, focusing on maps as the 
visualisation tool. Kleinen, Scherp, and Staab (2013) provide a mobile application, ‘Mobile 
facets’, that allows real-time and interactive search and exploration of resources such as 
places, persons, organisations and events originating from different, integrated social media 
sources like dBpedia, eventful™, upcoming, flickr™ and GeoNames. Their research applied 
a participatory design methodology and focused on how the information is organised and 
displayed on the small display of a mobile phone.
3. The PediaCloud tool
The aim of PediaCloud is to establish knowledge on how we can provide a user with access 
to information relevant for the user’s location. The goal is not necessarily to provide this 
information in a very structured manner, but to instead use word clouds as a visualisation 
technique that makes the search more interesting and enables a richer understanding of 
the location. The procedures of PediaCloud are to some extent inspired by the sociologist 
Gieryn (2000) who defines the concept of place as something that (1) has a geographical 
location (2) is filled with material form and (3) is invested with meaning and value. A word 
cloud would certainly not support the first of Gieryn’s levels of place, might support the 
second level to some extent, and may have the potential to give smart phone users richer 
understanding of what a place is. Similar ideas as those of Gieryn are described by Bilandzic 
and foth (2012) who use the concept translucent hybrid space for how physical locations 
are now enriched with digital information and social tools that have transformed our inter-
action with the locations.
A natural candidate for located information in the form of texts is Wikipedia articles, and 
further their representation in dBpedia. The richness of dBpedia, with more than 1.000.000 
resources referring to geolocated english Wikipedia articles, ensures us that we have a large 
collection of documents to test out our ideas on. The localised resources of dBpedia have 
an abstract, which essentially is an extract of the first few paragraphs in the corresponding 
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Piccadilly Circus is a road junction and public space of London’s West end in the City of 
Westminster, built in 1819 to connect regent Street with Piccadilly. In this context, a circus, from 
the Latin word meaning ‘circle’, is a round open space at a street junction. (dBpedia’s Piccadilly 
Circus abstract)
Wikipedia articles themselves may be lengthy, and to obtain the texts and extract words, 
significant communication time on mobile broadband and significant computational over-
head may reduce usefulness of a tool. Therefore, we chose to use the dBpedia abstracts as 
the source of located texts.
first of all PediaCloud should identify located information sources close to the location 
of the user. But to enrich the understanding of a location, a tool like PediaCloud should 
not only identify nearby located information, but also information that can be said to be 
related to that location. Although the meaning a person assigns to a place is connected to 
that person’s experiences and attitudes, it is also constructed from the cultural and natural 
non-located phenomena related to the location. for instance, in London, we have the street 
Abbey road, which contains the ‘Abbey road Studio’, a recording studio where The Beatles 
made several of their popular records. The knowledge about Beatles is not really about 
any particular location, but adds meaning to the material form we find around us as we 
walk along in Abbey road and observe a street crossing depicted on one of Beatles’ record 
covers and the studio. PediaCloud thus collects from dBpedia articles that have a location 
(primary resources), and articles that have some relation to the primary resources (secondary 
resources). We have implemented this secondary relation by using semantic web relations 
found in dBpedia. Such relations are represented as rdf triples expressed as ‘a R b’ where a 
and b are objects that are somehow related to each other through the relation R. figure 1 
illustrates the concept of located and secondary resources.
As shown in figure 1, the centre indicates the user u’s position, and the located articles are 
illustrated with points at their locations a1, a2, a3, a4. In addition, b1 and b2 illustrate secondary 
resources. Located resources are found in dBpedia through a SPArQL query where we search 
for rdf triples of the type ‘a lat ya’ and ‘a long xa’ where a is a primary resource and lat and 
long are the relations for latitude and longitude of spatial things as defined in the wgs84_pos 
namespace for the semantic web (http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#). for the 
sake of efficiency, in the query, we actually ask for those located resources a that lie within 
a rectangle enveloping a circle around u. Those resources lying outside of the circle with a 
radius dmax are filtered away at the smart phone in a later step. Secondary resources are found 
in dBpedia by querying for secondary resources b that satisfy ‘ai rel b’ or ‘b rel ai’ where rel is 
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any arbitrary rdf relation used by dPpedia, and ai a primary resource. The construction of 
the word cloud essentially goes through the following steps:
(1)  Get user location u. Set dmax to 250 m.
(2)  Get all articles (primary) ai within radius dmax of location.
(3)  Get all articles (secondary) bj that some primary article link to.
(4)  If collection D, comprised of identified located and secondary resources, has less 
than 30 resources, double dmax, and repeat from step 2.
(5)  find frequency c(tk, ai) of each word tk in each resource’s abstract where the abstract 
abs is found through dBpedia’s rdf relation ‘ai abstract abs’.
(6)  for each located resource ai find its weight w(ai) = max(0.0,(dmax − d(u, ai))/dmax).
(7)  for each secondary resource bj find its weight w(bj) = Πi w(ai) ⋅ sim(ai, bj) where there 
is a relation rel from ai to bj, sim(ai, bj) = cos(T(ai), T(bj)), and T(a) is the word count 
vector of document a. If a document bj is linked to several primary sources, it adds to 
the weight for each of those, as many parent resources indicate a higher likelihood 
of relevance. An alternative could be to use the maximal contribution for bj given 
the parent resources.
(8)  for each word tk let w(tk) = Σiw(ai) ⋅ c(tk, ai) + Σj w(bj) ⋅ c(tk, bj).
(9)  Modify the w(tk) for words by multiplying with an IDF (inverse document frequency) 
for each word based on the collected texts, i.e. IDF(D, tk) = 1/log(|{ai in D: tk occurs 
in ai}|+1) and w′(tk) = w(ti) ⋅ IDF(D, tk) is the modified word weight. IDF is used for 
the same purpose as in traditional document retrieval; words that are found in all 
resources in a collection do not contribute much information, and should be given 
less score.
(10)  Select the highest n (around 50) scoring words. 50 words seem to be the maximum 
of what we can show on a smart phone screen, without making the smallest words 
unreadable.
(11)  use the computed word scores to create a word cloud for current area.
When the word cloud is presented to the user, he or she may click on one of the words 
(figure 2(a)). The app will then show a list of possible Wikipedia articles to be read (figure 
2(b)). They are ordered according to how much they contribute to the total score of that 
particular word, i.e. w(ai) ⋅ c(tk, ai). To the right of each article, there is an icon representing 
a re-centring function. essentially clicking the icon makes the topic of the corresponding 
article to a centre, and a new word cloud is made from the collected dBpedia abstracts, 
but with a weighting based on closeness to the new centred article e, i.e. we compute new 
weights w(ai, tk) = c(tk, ai) ⋅ sim(e, ai), and redraw the word cloud. figure 2(a) shows the word 
cloud found at location by Piccadilly Circus in London. The nearest located article was about 
‘Piccadilly Circus tube station’.
Note that the algorithm always will end up with a document count larger than 30 arti-
cles. This is ensured by doubling the dmax if the collection is less than 30. In rural areas with 
few localised resources this will lead to few changes in the word cloud as we walk around. 
The collection of collected articles will very often be identical, and the relative distance 
to a located article will not change much due to the larger dmax. In urban areas, where the 
number of nearby articles is high, the effect of moving is much bigger. It may remove a 
significant amount of articles, add some new and the effect of dmax is much bigger. figure 3 
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Figure 2. Word cloud visualisations generated at Piccadilly circus, london. (a) a word cloud for Piccadilly 
circus, london, (b) the articles relevant for the word ‘PiccadillY’, and the re-centring of content around 
the topic “Joseph emberton”.
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If we compare with 2a, we observe that the word ‘LoNdoN’ remains, whereas ‘PICCAdILLY’ 
and ‘THeATre’ disappears or gets smaller. Instead, the words ‘SoHo’ and ‘reSTAurANT’ gets 
significant font sizes.
It is also worthwhile mentioning that our aim when constructing PediaCloud was that 
the tool should run its own computations when creating the word cloud. This has the con-
sequence that the only server that is accessed for data is the dBpedia rdf triple end point. 
This will normally lead to the downloading of large data-sets, with resulting slow response 
times when the network connection is not good. At the same time, this also means that no 
logging of use in servers occurs, and the use is completely private for the user; a model for 
mobile computing services rarely seen.
4. Method: field trial in London
A field trial is a research method where examines an intervention in the real world, e.g. using 
a particular service out of the laboratory. field trials have become particularly relevant in 
studies of mobile systems (Jensen 2011), as outcomes are observed in a natural setting 
rather than in a contrived laboratory environment. The field trial that we conducted had 
two main goals: first; to describe how PediaCloud is used and experienced by the users and 
second; to ask about ideas for improvements in further iterations, making this an explorative, 
formative study.
In order to achieve these goals, we collected both qualitative and quantitative data from 
the users. London, a dynamic metropolitan area, was chosen as the location for conducting 
the evaluation because it has high density of locative information in Wikipedia, which is 
suitable for such a study. Through careful screening, we recruited eight participants, aged 
between 29 and 49 years old (M = 36.38, Std = 5.89), four males and four females. All partic-
ipants had Android mobile phones (version 4.1.2 or newer), and were interested in and had 
good knowledge about new technology, devices and software solutions.
We divided the field trial into two parts. The first part involved exploration of PediaCloud. 
The participants met up at the university for a 45-min briefing session. They were given a 
short introduction of PediaCloud and of the field trial, and they signed a consensus form. 
PediaCloud with a log function, installed for this experiment only, which could record the 
location and interaction between the user and PediaCloud were installed in their mobile 
phones. The participants were then asked to use PediaCloud for up to a week exploring the 
different functions and features with emphasis on four special types of locations: famous/
well-known locations or tourist attractions, familiar locations (e.g. locations close to home or 
workplace), unfamiliar locations (e.g. locations never visited before) and self-chosen locations 
(e.g. locations connected to sports, entertainment, shopping or other favourite activities). 
The usage of PediaCloud during the exploration week was logged on their mobile phones.
After the exploration week, they were individually invited to a debriefing session at the 
university. each session lasted for 45–60 min and consisted of three sub-sessions. The first 
sub-sessions were semi-structured interviews focusing on the participant’s experiences with 
locative services and word clouds in general.
The second sub-session focused on how the participants interacted with PediaCloud 
and usability issues. We provided a standard mobile phone with PediaCloud with a pre-set 
location. The participants were asked to perform some actions in PediaCloud step-by-step. 
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on the functions provided by PediaCloud. At the end of this sub-session, the participants 
were given opportunities to talk about the usability issues in PediaCloud that they have 
encountered during the exploration week and in this sub-session.
The last sub-session in the debriefing is another semi-structured interview where par-
ticipants were asked to discuss their experience with PediaCloud in relation to other loca-
tion-based applications such as Google Maps™ and foursquare™. In addition, privacy issues 
related to personalised location-based services were also discussed.
In this debriefing session, with the participants’ consensus, audio data were collected 
for the interviews (sub-session 1 and 3) and video data were collected for the interaction 
(sub-session 2). each sub-session was conducted by two researchers, one was the main 
interviewer and the other was an assistant. It was the debriefing session that provided us 
with most information about the value of the app. In explorative studies of this kind, normally 
the qualitative data will be more relevant in order to inform about the potential about the 
technology.
finally, log files were retrieved from the participants’ mobile phones for later analysis. The 
participants could choose whether they wished to have PediaCloud removed. We uninstalled 
PediaCloud from their mobile phones in the latter case.
When the respondents were trying out PediaCloud, we logged when they started the 
app and/or got a new position, whenever they clicked a word, a web page or the re-cen-
tring function, as well as other less frequent activities. The log files were collected after the 
qualitative interview, and were processed to be used for statistical analyses. A total of 253 
events where the user clicked a word were recorded, in addition to 171 choices of Wikipedia 
pages. figure 4 shows all the sites where we logged use of PediaCloud. As expected most 
of the uses are found in Central London.
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5. Analysis of informant responses
In this section we present an analysis of the informants’ descriptions, statements and judg-
ments about PediaCloud. We are particularly concerned with the informants’ reasoning about 
functionality. We start with a focus on how they approached the word cloud and chose their 
words, and then we continue with the choice of article, and how they used the re-centring 
functionality. The analysis concludes with reflections about the use value of PediaCloud, 
and suggestions for improvements.
5.1. Using the word clouds
When facing the word cloud in PediaCloud, all the participants based their choice on the 
actual meaning of the words in the cloud. Although they noticed the size and the colour, 
only two participants responded that they made decisions based on the size of the words 
at some locations, particularly unknown or unfamiliar locations, or when they were curious 
about what the small and unexpected words would bring in familiar locations. In both those 
cases, the chosen words were rather the words with small fonts than those with a large font.
The participants mainly chose words according to their interests or words that they were 
curious about and wished to investigate, for example, words whose meaning is unknown 
to them. for example, one participant responded
[…] if I was in a place that I already knew, there would be a lot of words that made sense to me, 
say I was round the corner from a Tube station, the Tube station name would be there. But if I 
saw the name of a person or a word and I couldn’t see any obvious association to where I was, 
I would pick that word to try and find out what it was. (Cathy)
It seems that for familiar and well-known locations, unknown, unexpected, unusual words 
and words that they would not normally associate with the locations were often chosen to 
explore further.
Still there were examples of the opposite type of choice. one chose the word ‘JuSTICe’ and 
responded to a question about why: ‘Just because to me that’s what Temple is all about Law 
Courts. It’s kind of the hub of that industry in London, in the uK, probably. And it’s interesting 
to see what comes through from that.’ (John)
one of the participants found the verbs in the cloud intriguing. She was curious about what 
the verbs would bring for her.
A lot of the time, I found that there were verbs. So it wasn’t necessarily the name of a place, or 
the name of someone, or a noun. It was a verb. And that was intriguing, because I thought, What 
are they going to find for me? What am I going to find? (Anna)
After trying several verbs, she decided that the nouns, such as name of a place, a person or 
an event, would bring more interesting information.
At each click on a word, we logged information about the word and the rest of the word 
cloud, i.e. the colour of the words, the font sizes and the locations on the screen. To study 
how word sizes influenced choice, we chose to use the clicked word’s font size rank in the 
word cloud. By font size rank, we mean the number we get from ranking the words in the 
word cloud according to their font size, and use the position of the chosen word in this 
ranking. This because screen sizes were different for the users, and therefore also the size 
of the fonts. The data (see figure 5) shows how the rank of the chosen word is distributed 
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6 shows the count of words with rank less than or equal to the particular rank value. This 
diagram shows that the respondents in more than one out of four clicks chose one of the 
three largest words. on the other end of the scale, a word among the 40 % smallest were 
chosen in 13 % of the clicks.
The words were coloured using six colours, red, magenta, green, blue, cyan and black. 
There was no significant difference regarding colour of the clicked word, although blue was 
the most chosen colour. We also logged the x- and y-coordinates of the words. We tested 
Figure 5. frequency of words chosen according to their font size rank in the word cloud.
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statistically whether there was any significant variation in the placement of the selected 
words on the screen, and found that there was a small, but significant (p = 0.002) tendency 
to select words at the top half of the screen.
It is hard to interpret the quantitative data as we have no control group data, but it is 
evident that word size influence a lot, colour does not mean much and placement on the 
screen has some, but little effect on choice of word. The qualitative data told us that users 
had a preference for choosing smaller words, as many of the largest words was seen as not 
surprising and therefore not as interesting to look into. The observation that one of among 
the 40 % smallest words were chosen in as much as 13 % of the clicks may support this.
5.2. Selecting Wikipedia articles
After choosing an interesting word and clicking on it, the user is shown a screen with possible 
Wikipedia pages that could be read. They are ranked according to their contribution to the 
particular chosen word in the word cloud. during the interview, several of the respondents 
were shown a list of articles containing one article about the 2nd earl of essex. They didn’t 
understand his relation to the place at the Strand, and chose this as their example article. 
This article was both high in the lists presented by PediaCloud, but also it was something 
that made them curious. one said about selecting articles:
So I’d look at the words that were not obviously relevant to the area. But they all – even if it wasn’t 
immediately relevant – they all seemed to be relevant to the location albeit not in a direct way 
that I would assume they would be. (Thomas)
But the Wikipedia articles could also serve as a reminder of locations and topics they knew about, 
but now wanted to check out because of the reminding. one explained: ‘It says ‘Clement danes’. 
And yeah, the only reason I clicked on that is because it’s a school near where I grew up as well. 
So it was a word that jumped out.’ (John)
Parts of London are so strongly characterised by the same type of information that they 
become ‘topical locations’ like around railway stations. The very abundance of informa-
tion relating to a particular topic at a place can be somewhat frustrating for the users. one 
respondent was standing close to Brixton Academy, a music venue where many famous 
artists have been playing. Many of the rock bands that had played at the venue became 
secondary dBpedia resources picked by PediaCloud. This contributed to create a collection 
of articles that were very much about music and little else. This is an effect we also saw close 
to railway stations where there will often be a lot of material about railway related topics. 
To the user, the information collected and Wikipedia pages presented seems to be skewed 
towards a particular, perhaps esoteric topic.
one of the respondents also mentioned the consequence of using the tool in more rural 
areas, commenting on how random the located content seems to be in such areas:
I suppose just because of the underlying Wikipedia, what’s there, when you get to those areas, 
it’s fairly thin. There’s almost no references to things. The bigger words, the smaller words. It’s 
all a bit random: there’s no great logic it seems behind it. (John)
To summarise the respondents would be inclined to choose the most surprising Wikipedia 
articles. Most of those would come from the secondary resources picked by PediaCloud, and 
those were found interesting. Still, this could be seen as problematic as it also lead to a too 
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5.3. Re-centring the word cloud
The use of word clouds to find Wikipedia pages seemed to be quite intuitive for the respond-
ents. However, using the re-centring function was somehow confusing for them.
However, many of them had tried it a lot, and had some interesting experiences. one 
respondent was at the Kings Cross railway station and chose to re-centre based on the word 
Paddington, which is also a railway station. ‘At Paddington when it showed the word WAr, I 
thought, like, “really?”. Cause that’s interesting. And I clicked on that’ (emma). Here, the use 
of the word clouds diverted the respondent away from the location information and the 
information sources related to the word WAr was becoming more prominent.
Most of the respondents thought of the function as a way of narrowing down search, 
although it could more be seen as a way of moving around in a collection of information 
sources. one said:
It makes sense in terms of going deeper into the information and navigating through it once 
you’ve found something that you’re interested in. re-centre the word cloud on the thing that 
you’re actually looking at so that it kind of moves with you. (rudy)
In the same line we have one respondent who found it to be a somewhat different experience 
to use a word cloud related to the Wikipedia entry ‘Inn’ than just restarting a search through 
the use of the ‘back button’: ‘I focused on outer Temple and Inns, going back to Inns. Just to 
explore what inns were about, is something that other than pressing the ‘back’ button. Just 
interested in more associated with “Inns”.’ (Ben)
As a summary, we are safe to say that the respondents had some interesting experiences 
with this function; they thought it was something for narrowing search, but experienced 
instead that they were moving around in the collection of information about this place, 
but that the re-centring changed the focus. In a sense they were moving sideways in the 
information space. In many situations, instead of narrowing down search, the function was 
diverting the user away from the location information.
5.4. Views on the use value of PediaCloud
When comparing with Google Maps™ and other popular location-based services, PediaCloud 
was considered by the participants as a different type of application. It is more ‘interesting’ 
and more relevant to ‘learning and knowledge’ rather than ‘practical’ and ‘functional’, as in 
Google Maps™ and other services. Most of the participants thought that PediaCloud was 
more informative and relevant ‘in a broader sense’ than ‘just a map’ since it links the word 
cloud to entries in Wikipedia and provides access to more knowledge related to a certain 
location. Several participants indicated that PediaCloud had the potential to be an e-learning 
tool. one participant summarised the difference between PediaCloud and Google Maps™:
Because Google Maps is a very tangible I’m-going-to-give-you-directions. […] I go to it to look 
for specifically one thing. Whereas PediaCloud is much more creative, so it’s more fun than 
functional. So I wouldn’t go to PediaCloud to find out when the next bus was going to come, or 
whatever. I’d probably go to it because I was standing somewhere and thought, ‘Let’s see what 
I don’t know about this local area.’ I see it more as a kind of learning and knowledge thing, than 
a functional thing. And I’d say that Google Maps is very much functional. So the PediaCloud is 
more a kind of leisure thing. (Cathy)
We have earlier mentioned how the secondary resources enabled a ‘sideways’ movement 
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random luck is serendipity. There were several statements that touch on serendipity. emma 
said:
This app doesn’t actually bring up the expected. Because if it did, that would be boring. It 
would be like a Google search, then. But here it took me a while to understand why this or that 
is coming up. The app is good in that it will only show you the unexpected. At least, I enjoyed 
that part of it. (emma)
The informants actually found this serendipity to be the core function of the app. emma 
again:
It shouldn’t be more focused? – No, I think its unique selling point is the randomness about it. 
It’s just stuff that you wouldn’t really be thinking about. I suppose someone else could say ‘Why 
would I care?’, but that’s what PediaCloud is […] That’s a good thing because you don’t want it 
to be like any other app. (emma)
Actually the respondents seemed to like the lack of (or different) instrumentality built into 
the tool. Cathy said: ‘PediaCloud is more fun than functional. […] I see it more as a learning 
and leisure thing, than a functional thing.’
5.5. Suggestions for improvement
The informants were slightly frustrated with the usability of PediaCloud. Some problems 
such as fault in a function and the response time of the app were identified by the users. 
However, even with the noticed problems the core functionality was not threatened or mis-
understood. As Thomas said: ‘for me using it daily for the tasks I’d need it for, it would have 
to be a bit more intuitive and smoother running, but the principle and idea are very useful’.
There were also some problems beyond our powers. These include loosing contact with 
GPS or dBpedia, capacity of smart phones used and the low number of Wikipedia posts in 
a given area. Nevertheless, a service like this must be made more stable and robust in its 
delivery of the core functionality. Beyond these issues, we asked our informants about the 
potential of the service and the app, and for ideas for how it could be improved.
one suggestion was better location-sensitivity, indicating for instance the distance to 
the varying located resources in the set of articles. John said: ‘Is it 2 miles that way – oK I’ll 
do that. oh, it’s 20 miles that way – I won’t necessarily.’
This could be extended to a combination of maps and words, where words somehow 
are placed on the map at places where they are particularly relevant. for instance, Cathy 
suggested: ‘When you’re doing the PediaCloud you don’t necessarily know what the radius 
is for that information. So it would be quite interesting if you could see points on the map 
around where stuff was, or had happened or whatever.’
Also using direction when showing the word cloud was suggested. for instance, John 
suggested that we should be able to point at something, and then a word cloud would show 
up. finally we could possibly use a combination of direction and maps with words and other 
tags in them. emma suggested that we had ‘links to normal maps, pinpointing “You are here” 
with an arrow pointing in the direction you are looking’.
The other category of suggestions that we got many of was about filtering and personal-
isation. Thomas felt that there could be too much information at the first screen level, too 
much to be presented with before drilling down. He would like there to be categories or 
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Personally, I would prefer to have two options when I fire up the app: to have it as it is now as a 
general overview of the area, or have a drop down menu where you could filter on Wikipedia 
entries for history, leisure facilities, etc. (Thomas)
This perspective was supported by Anna:
‘The idea of filtering down is there, isn’t it? By moving on to the next word cloud. or choosing 
your article from the list that appears when you click on a word. Maybe there should still be a 
filter? (Anna)
More elaborate personalisation of the information was suggested by Ben, who wants to be 
able to collect useful information found in the tool and potentially reuse it. This could for 
instance be used for pedagogical purposes:
I want to save dynamic links to specific word references. I would like to build a small amount of 
information that I could then re-use, and build a portfolio of what I want to see, where I want 
to go. And save that information by categories and locations. (Ben)
John suggested a more intelligent tool that actually would take care of the personalisation:
If it’s telling me everything that I already know, then what’s the point of using it? I want it to be 
a bit broader than that. So it kind of knows enough and then suggests things that would then 
be of interest to me. Without me saying ‘I’m this age, I like Thai food, etc.’ (John)
6. Discussion
In this article, we explore the use value of the service provided by PediaCloud. PediaCloud 
gives an entry to locative information that differs significantly from maps, and this empirical 
study has given us some insights into how word clouds can work as an entrance to location 
information.
from the data we can imagine the typical use scenario for PediaCloud: The user picks 
up the mobile phone at a location, opens PediaCloud and gets the located word cloud. The 
words give the user an impression about ‘stuff’ that is relevant to the place, and picks a word 
that catches the immediate interest, more often a big word than not, but small words may be 
chosen also. The reason for using PediaCloud is the wish to get some interesting information 
about the place, less instrumental for immediate need, and more for knowledge, leisure and 
entertainment. So among the Wikipedia articles presented, the user selects one that is a little 
bit surprising and might indicate a connection to the place that was previously unknown. 
The user reads the article. An alternative end is that the user uses the topic of the article as 
a new centre to focus the word cloud. New words become more prominent, and the user 
may again look into what articles are connected to another interesting word.
The main observation of this story is that the use of PediaCloud is almost purely explor-
ative. The user is open for anything that might show up, and discovers interesting ‘matters’ 
where it was not expected. The concept of serendipity has been mentioned in the analysis, 
and PediaCloud is related to the concept of serendipitous search (foster and ford 2003). The 
lucky identification of important information is to a large extent what makes PediaCloud an 
interesting approach to locative information search. The users actually made an effort to be 
surprised, and were often satisfied with what they got.
In contrast to the use of maps for organising and locating the information, the search 
is more random, but also includes more surprising content. Something which is enabled 
through the use of the secondary resources. The missing map and the secondary resources, 
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PediaCloud. Moving sideways in the available information is perhaps a phrase that would 
describe their way of interacting with PediaCloud.
The serendipitous user is our main observation in the empirical investigation of the 
PediaCloud concept. However, we also got users who would use it more for focussed infor-
mation search, for instance for reminding when visiting known places, or just for pedagog-
ical purposes. Some expressed frustration about the strong focus on a very limited topic at 
particular places, which would disrupt the serendipitous experience.
Several suggestions for improvements were made, for instance, an even stronger con-
nection to the location using distance indicators on content and maps. filtering and person-
alisation was also suggested. However, if you want something to be really surprising, one 
would expect that personalisation actually would contribute to reducing that effect. The 
information you get might be more useful in a short term with personalisation. However, 
the value of PediaCloud seems to be in its serendipity, which perhaps will disappear with 
personalisation.
6.1. Assessment of study
The participants were interested in and had good experience with mobile technology. They 
also showed willingness and spent time testing out this tool at several locations in London. 
Their observations and reflections are therefore of high validity and value for our under-
standing of PediaCloud as a tool. The less technologically interested part of the population 
may perhaps have different view, but at the same time, they would perhaps be less inclined 
to use such a tool from the start. The quantitative part of the study was from only eight 
respondents and hence is not in itself of general value, but still confirmed interesting results 
from the qualitative interviews.
At many locations, the user would find content from many domains. But, we noticed that 
at several places there was a tendency to get a lot of material from a particular domain like 
rock music or railways. It shows that PediaCloud is sensitive to the amount of information 
regarding a topic, and this may therefore influence the experience a user has. A filtering 
function might have improved this, but could also influence the level of serendipity felt by 
the user.
from the tool quality section, we know that the users had several problems with the 
robustness of the technology. This had several causes, including the availability of the 
dBpedia server, faulty software design, and also the quality of the smart phones of our 
users. However, from the interviews, it seems like this had only a minor effect on how they 
perceived the concept itself. We are therefore willing to claim that the analysis we have done 
is not weakened by this.
6.2. Improvement of the PediaCloud design
After careful consideration of the comments and suggestions from the users, we have iden-
tified a series of aspect to be included in an improved design of PediaCloud in order to make 
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•  Removing verbs from word clouds. The results indicate that verbs in the word clouds do 
not provide interesting information as nouns representing names of places, persons, 
or events.
•  Combining word clouds with maps and directions. Currently PediaCloud does not take 
advantages of maps and directions. As suggested by some participants in the study, 
putting words on maps and showing directions will provide users with clearer link 
between words and locations. Such a design will take advantages of both maps and 
word clouds.
•  Filtering and personalisation. Several participants thought some kind of intelligent filter-
ing or personalisation would make PediaCloud more useful. The words and links can be 
filtered based on some criteria or preferences either provided explicitly by the users, or 
learned through interaction with the users by PediaCloud. It is known that centralising 
words, and placing related terms nearer to each other have an effect in addition to word 
sizes (Schrammel, Leitner, and Tscheligi 2009; Zhang, Qu, and Wang 2011). Combined 
with a thought through use of colours, which have no impact in the random manner 
they have been used so far, this allows for building in some personalisation already in 
the word cloud itself.
•  Saving dynamic links. Providing a saving function where users can store the words 
and links related to certain locations will allow users to make a portfolio and revisit 
the information at a later stage. Such an extension of the PediaCloud design will allow 
further reuse of PediaCloud information for different purposes.
•  focus more on smaller words. The users suggested interest in the smaller words, indi-
cating a search for surprising content. removing a number of the words with highest 
weight, and placing smaller words in the centre may create a different experience, 
focusing even more on the surprising content.
7. Conclusion: serendipitous search
Through analysis of user data collected on the use of PediaCloud in the explorative study we 
can conclude that the use of word clouds as an entry to location-based information has value 
for the users. The combination of located and secondary non-located information resources 
from Wikipedia creates an experience for the user which is different from that of map based 
serviced. The experience of the place supported by the provided information is surprising, 
random and stimulates curiosity. We have used the terms serendipity and sideways explora-
tion of information to name this experience. for the future, we may envisage that tools like 
PediaCloud can be used to provide access also to other sources of information than what is 
found in Wikipedia, for example, journalism or advertisements. The only requirement should 
be that this information is geolocated at a high level of precision. Combining the retrieval of 
content with maps and richer visualisations may improve the serendipitous search function-
ality, allowing for more creative associations for the user. In this context, it is should also be 
worthwhile investigating the possibility for personalisation, filtering and other technologies 
that could enable users to have more control of the information provided; and in this way 
steer the topical orientation of the word clouds. This should be balanced against the value 
of the surprising, serendipitous information, as this is something that may disappear with 
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